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State of our National Parks
• The National Park Service is facing ever-increasing

financial constraints.
• $12 billion maintenance backlog with relief

opportunities few and far between.
• Half of all paved roads are in fair to poor condition.
• 6,700 miles of trail needs repair.
• 30+ bridges are in poor condition.
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2015: Changes to fee structures
• NPS sites across the country submitted proposals to

increase visitor entrance fees.
• Arches NP - $50 annual fee from $25/year
• Grand Tetons NP - $30 day fee up from $25/day
• Antietam Battlefield - $7 per person from $4/person

• A small fix for a larger issue.
• Many parks do not draw a large source of budget revenue from
fees, but small sites rely more heavily.
• Seen as a method to support necessary improvements and
increase staffing.

Structure of Fee Program
• 4 park types:
• 1: Historic sites, battlefields,

parkways
• 2: Seashores, recreation areas,
monuments
• 3: National parks
• Smaller scale

• 4: Major national parks
• Glacier, Grand Canyon, Olympic,
Yellowstone, etc.

• Proposals submitted to central

office to be approved for fee
increases.
• Public meetings to address

concerns.
• However, not all parties are happy with

these changes.

Purpose of the study
• Will current visitors accept

the increase in fees?
• Are there certain visitor typologies

more likely to accept fees?

• Explore visitor clusters based

on value orientations.
• Determine to what degree

attitudes towards increasing
park fees predict likelihood to
visit national parks in the
future.

Past research on NPS Fees
• Previous studies have explored the

history of NPS Fees, but limited in
nature (Kyle, Absher, and Graefe, 2003; Mackintosh,
1983).
• Contentious history of fees for public lands (e.g.

Recreational Fee Demonstration Program in the
1990s).

• Past research indicated differences

in fee acceptance based on
numerous factors:
• Older generations preferred a “pay-as-

you-go” approach more favorably.
• Place attached individuals more likely to
support fees when spent on
environmental protection.

Displacement of visitors
• People are displaced from

recreational sites due to
significant changes (Watson and
Herath, 1999).

• Displacement can occur from

multiple sources:
• Fees
• Crowding
• New development

• Fee programs have been

found to displace visitors
from areas previously without
fees (Schneider and Budruk, 1999).

Value orientations and Attitudes
• Previous park studies have identified

specific types of values which
determine our opinion on
management actions (Borrie, Freimund, and
Davenport, 2002).

• The Cognitive Hierarchy Model

(CHM) has been used to predict
behavioral intentions and behavior
among many recreation/tourism
sites.
• Seen as a linear relationship with

each step leading to behavior, each
with their own degree of influence.

Methods
• Sample: Respondents who visited a national park at least

once in the past year via ITRR’s Nonresident Panel.
• Respondents recruited throughout the year at neutral travel

sites (airports, gas stations, rest areas).
• Distributed to 1,249 active panel members; received 951

completed surveys.

Results – Descriptive statistics
• 48.1% have annual

income greater than
$75,000 (USD).

Gender Distribution
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• Mean age – 52 years old.
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• 90% college educated.
• 32% Bachelor’s degree
• 27% Graduate degree
• Aligns well with previous

studies on NPS
demographics throughout
the years.
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Validating the Park Value Orientation Scale
• CFA on Park Value Orientations regarding national

parks.
Component

Learning about and
protecting wildlife
(α=0.91)

Historical identity
(α=0.69)
Tourism and
recreation (α=0.85)
1Items

Loading

Mean1 (sd)

A protector of threatened and endangered
species

0.88

6.92 (1.72)

A wildlife sanctuary

0.95

7.22 (1.47)

A place for education about nature

0.91

7.14 (1.32)

Protection for fish and wildlife habitat

0.95

3.14 (1.43)

A symbol of America’s identity

0.80

7.03 (1.56)

A historic resource

0.87

7.25 (1.3)

A place for the use and enjoyment of the people

0.94

7.02 (1.49)

A place for recreational activities

0.91

6.61 (1.64)

A tourist destination

0.88

6.75 (1.54)

Variable

were measured on an 8-point scale where 1=strongly disagree and 8=strongly agree

Forming PVO Clusters
Park
enthusiasts

Naturalists

Human
Oriented

Players

• 4 Park-Value Orientation typology clusters.
• Park enthusiasts – Enjoy almost everything about national parks.
• Naturalists – Most concerned with parks protecting the environment.
• Human-oriented – Interested in the benefits parks provide to people.
• Players – Most interested in tourism and recreation qualities.

PVO and attitudes towards increasing fees
• ANOVA test to address the initial research question
• How do attitudes towards fee increases differ among PVO
typologies?
• “Human-oriented” and “Players” have significantly

lower acceptance then both “Park enthusiasts” and
“Naturalists”.
• “Park enthusiasts” and “Naturalists” have similar acceptance and

likewise with remaining two typologies.

Attitudes
towards fee
increases

Park
enthusiasts

Naturalists Humanoriented

Players

p-value

3.66a

3.56a

2.49b

<.001

3.0b

Attitudes towards fees and intention to visit
• Linear regression model conducted.
• Dependent: Intention to visit
• Independent: Attitudes towards fees
• Results indicate significant, but weak relationship

between attitudes and intention to visit.
Item

Standardized
Coeff.

Variance
Explained

p-value

Attitudes

0.254

6.4%

<.001

Interpreting results
• Increasing fees is generally accepted among most visitors.
• Albeit those who can afford to currently visit.

• Those with specific types of value orientations about national parks are
more likely to accept park fees than others.
• Human-oriented and players less likely to visit despite higher fees.
• A small, but still significant effect on repeat visitation.
• Likelihood of showing practical differences is unknown.

Practical Recommendations
• Increasing fees are not a long-

term solution for future budget
cuts.
• A need to communicate applied

reasons why fees are increasing
on-site.
• Identify methods to provide for

underprivileged groups.
• Explore other fee structures

entirely.
• International parks have different

structures.

Interpreting results

“Preserve unimpaired natural and cultural
resources and values…for the enjoyment,
education, and inspiration for this and future
generations…”
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